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Abstract

Purpose: Nonverbal communication is always present in sport teams’ competition, on the court and around the court. This paper purpose is to investigate the nonverbal skills in two elite basketball cadet teams.

Material: Pursuing this goal, we applied the PONS test to a group of 38 young basketball players 15–16-year-old: 20 girls and 18 boys. The teenagers were members of Romanian national cadet teams having at least 3 years up to 7 years of experience playing basketball. The test applied to this sample was The Profile of Nonverbal Sensitivity. The test results were statistically analysed aiming to evaluate the nonverbal decoding accuracy of each evaluated athlete and to identify the possible differences between the two teams: boys and girls.

Results: There is a statistically significant difference between the two teams in boys’ favor, meaning that the girls have done lower average general scores. In decoding face cues both teams are almost equal, de difference relay on understanding the body movement and attitude.

Conclusions: Due the scores obtained by the tested players we can conclude that their nonverbal skills are at high level. Training nonverbal communication potentially enhanced game planning and building into the team a healthy psychological and social environment.
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Introduction

Achieving a sport team goal relay on the cooperation with others towards a common goal. Sport team has all the characteristics of a small group: interaction, social structure (norms and rules), a common fate and a common purpose [1]. Teams in sports can have at least 2 members for table tennis or badminton, 3 for streetball, 5 for basketball, 6 for volleyball, 15 for rugby, up to 18 in Australian football teams. To achieve the game purpose, the cooperation with others is vital. The role of a sport team coach is to encourage the team members working together, teach social skills and strengthen team spirit.

During a game in a sport competition, the specific language is a code of visual and auditory gestures. The success is depending of the consolidated tactical teammates relations and synchronization of their actions. On the pressure of time and rapid development of the game, players must take tactical synchronized decisions [2]. In this context the nonverbal communication is prevalent because during the game, except the time outs, is no time for words. The connection between the teammates is meaningful in a social and occasionally in an emotional meaning too. Nonverbal communication usually carries more emotional meaning then words only. It was observed a prevalence of nonverbal communication in individual sports also. In athletics events for example, the athletes communicate nonverbally 52.14%, while coaches respond in 50.83% of cases with gestures and body movements [3].

Nonverbal communication is a code that has the advantage to be all known, can be delivered at long distance and understood 4.5 times more rapidly than verbal communication [4]. Nonverbal messages could be encoded in gestures; eye contact; body movement like speed, direction, proximity or amplitude; attitude, body shape, facial expression; touching; etc. Mehrabian had stated that even 55% of the communication is happening via general body language [5]. Having such a wide range of signs and signals the channels that address nonverbal communication are, in fact, the five senses.

Due it’s features the nonverbal communication is often present around the court not only on the court. The referee’s signs and signals have meanings for competitors, coaches and audience whatever if they speak different languages [6]. Colors, numbers and marks also have significance in the convention of sport games.

The coach communication style, other than the verbal content, will determine the team working climate. An open climate will inspire trust, enjoyment and will support the athletes to maintain a good team spirit in training and competition [7]. A pleasant and supportive social environment will help sportsmen to take part enthusiastically in training sessions. Working in a friendly group, watching other people exercising, receiving constructive feed-back and assistance could motivate youngsters intrinsically to join and continue in a sport team [8].

Although the nonverbal communication is so present in sports teams training and competition, the phenomena received not enough attention. This paper purpose is to investigate the nonverbal skills in an elite basketball cadet team.

Material and methods.

Participants. Pursuing this goal, we applied the PONS test to a group of 38 young basketball players 15–16-year-old: 20 girls and 18 boys. The teenagers were members of Romanian national cadet teams having at least 3 years up
to 7 years of experience playing basketball.

Research Design. The test applied to this sample was The Profile of Nonverbal Sensitivity –PONS test, translated and adapted in Romanian language. According to Ambady, La Plante, & Johnson, (2001) the PONS is useful in examining individual differences in interpersonal sensitivity as well as detecting differences in channels of communication [9].

Originally this test was designed to measure one’s ability to decode nonverbal cues from the face, body, and voice [10, 11] and contained a sequence of 220 video images with sound. For our research purpose we chose one of the three short forms of the test consisting in 40 images of face and body without sound. The scenes were displayed on a screen for 3 seconds with 3 seconds brake, used for choosing the correct answer from two possibilities. The answer sheet provides two possible answers reflecting an emotional state, and the participant selects what she or he believes is the most appropriate answer [12]. Each item was scored as correct or incorrect. The reference rank for nonverbal competence level is the following:
- under 20 points –low nonverbal competence;
- 20-25 points –average score;
- above 25 points –high nonverbal competence [13].

Statistical Analysis. The test results were statistically analysed aiming to evaluate the nonverbal decoding accuracy of each evaluated athlete and to identify the possible differences between the two teams: boys and girls. We used Microsoft Excel program for analyzing data and graphical representation.

Results

The scores obtained by the players in the research sample are mostly high. The average mark could be considered an exception in boys’ sample; just one of 18, representing 5.6%, scored Average. In girls’ case the Average mark appeared 4 time out of 20 tested subjects, representing 20%.

Girls’ total mean score was 27.85±2.71. The sample homogeneity is high: CV= 9.73% having a narrow range meaning the mean value is informative. On the face images section girls scored 13.1 ± 1.68 while on body images they obtained as mean value 14.9 ± 1.89.

Boys’ total mean score was 29.5 ± 2.43, higher than girls’ results. The sample homogeneity is better: CV= 8.23% having also a narrow range meaning the mean
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value is informative. On the face images section boys scored 13.4 ± 1.61, slightly better than girls. In body images boys responded correctly in 16.1 ± 1.49 cases.

The difference in total score between the two teams was of 1.65 points. Using ANOVA single factor, we find a statistically significant difference between the two research groups in PONS total score in favor of boys: F (1,36) = 3.85, p =0.057.

**Discussions**

Most athletes in our sample have proven a high nonverbal sensitivity. Twenty-one of twenty-four studies showed positive correlation between high score in PONS total score and several positive personality traits. Those who score higher in PONS seems to be more extraverted and popular, more interpersonally encouraging, less dogmatic and more interpersonally sensitive as judged by acquaintances and supervisors [14, 15]. All those traits are an advantage for a player in any team not only in sport teams.

The tested players are members of Romanian national cadet teams, presuming to have the proper skills for sport performance and being the best in their generation. One of the fewest study which evaluate nonverbal sensitivity in competitive sport performance states that winning players tend to score higher in PONS test. Comparing to the defeated athletes, the winning ones are more sensitive to nonverbal cues and their communication patterns are more homogenous and reliable [16].

A large body of evidence suggests that body language is under both conscious, deliberate control, and under unconscious, autonomous control. Contextual influences like score pressure, hostile supporters or fatigue could unbalance the nonverbal cues from conscious toward unconscious control [17, 18].

Studies has been equivocal with respect to gender differences in communication [19]. In our sample there is a significant difference between boys and girls. Although men and women are mostly similar in terms of nonverbal communication, gender seems to play a role in our social interactions. Women are used to reveal emotion through facial expressions more frequently and more accurately than men, while men are thought to hide their emotions [20]. Although there is the stereotype that women communicate better, in our research case young men seems to read better body language and to be more sensitive to nonverbal cues.

**Conclusions**

Due the scores obtained by the tested players we can conclude that their nonverbal skills are at high level. There is a statistically significant difference between the two teams in boys’ favor, meaning that the girls have done lower average general scores. In decoding face cues both teams are almost equal, de difference relay on understanding the body movement and attitude. In basketball, anticipating the opponent and teammates intentions are crucial to winning the ball and points. The anticipation of the next action is based on the understanding of the way and direction the observed body moves. Therefore, this specific PONS parameter has greater importance for a basketball player than the massages sent at face level.

In order to effectively solve the problems that may arise during a match, the basketball team resembles a well-regulated mechanism powered by subtle energy. That creative energy is expressed by a group whose strength and abilities are greater than the sum of individual qualities of team members. This synergy is based on each one’s feeling of belonging to a team. The team is built on interpersonal relationships and team spirit develops through open and enhanced communication channels between teammates. Among those channels in sport teams, basketball in our study, the nonverbal communication plays a key role in solving common game tasks.

We consider PONS test a useful diagnose instrument for tactical training of young athletes in all team sports, not only in basketball. Nonverbal communication can no longer be ignored, it’s components potentially enhanced communication and game planning aiming to build into the team a healthy psychological and social environment.
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